Beam modulation due to thermal deformation of grating in a spectral beam combining system.
As the power of a spectral beam combining (SBC) system increases, the temperature of the multilayer dielectric grating (MDG) inevitably rises under the influence of high-power continuous-wave (CW) laser irradiation. Hence, thermal deformation of the MDG occurs, along with degeneration of the combined beam properties. In this study, we experimentally and theoretically investigate the influence of the MDG thermal deformation on the combined beam properties. An experimental setup is first proposed, in which beam quality M2, beam profile, and MDG wavefront deformation are investigated. The experimental results indicate that the beam quality clearly degrades and the MDG wavefront deformation becomes more significant with increasing pump-CW power density. On this basis, a calculation model for MDG thermal deformation in SBC systems is proposed. The results indicate that MDG wavefront deformation becomes more significant, combined beam profile becomes deformed, and beam quality of the combined beam degrades with increasing power density. Further, thermal expansion of the substrate is a crucial factor that induces MDG wavefront deformation and far-field intensity modulation.